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Abstract

To be competitive against other renewable energy sources, energy converted from the ocean waves1

needs to reduce its associated levelised cost of energy. It has been proven that advanced control2

algorithms can increase power production and device reliability. They act throughout the power3

conversion chain, from the hydrodynamics of wave absorption to the power take-off to improve4

the energy yield. The present work highlights the development and test of several algorithms to5

control the biradial turbine which is to be installed in the Mutriku oscillating water column plant.6

A collection of adaptive and predictive controllers is explored and both turbine speed controllers7

and latching strategies are examined. AWave-to-Wire model of one chamber of the plant is detailed8

and simulation results of six control laws are obtained. The controllers are then validated using9

an electrical test infrastructure to prepare the future deployment in the plant. Finally, the control10

strategies are assessed against criteria like energy production, power quality or reliability.11

Keywords: Wave energy, Mutriku, Oscillating Water Column, Numerical simulations, Test rig
experiments, Control strategies, Power take-off, Biradial turbine, OPERA H2020

1. Introduction12

In a global context of climate change, Nations are getting organised to limit and reduce their13

emission of greenhouse gas. The Paris Climate Agreement signed by 183 countries, representing14

90% of the emissions, announced their will to politically engage in planning for a low carbon15

strategy. Pursuing the development of clean and renewable energy is clearly in line with this16

agreement. There is a tremendous amount of energy available worldwide from clean sources.17

The members of the European Union are on track to reach the objective of 20% of renewable18

production in 2020 [1]. The renewable energy sector is a fast growing industry especially coming19

from conventional sources where technologies are now mature. Wind, solar, and hydropower plants20

represent 90% of the installed renewable capacity in the European Union in 2017 [2]. The past21

decade has seen a drop of the cost of renewable energy such that they started competing with other22

type of conventional electricity generation. Recently some offshore wind farms to be developed in23

the North sea were granted without subsidies.24
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Nomenclature

Romans

a generator control law constant

A∞ limiting value at infinite [kg]

frequency of the added mass

A(ωj) wave amplitude as function of [m]

the wave frequency

B magnetic field in the air gap [T]

b generator control law exponent

dip thickness of the iron core steel plate [mm]

dt turbine rotor diameter [m]

fo frequency of occurrence of a sea state [%]

fhz generator frequency [Hz]

Fexc excitation force on the IWS [N]

Frad radiation force of the IWS [N]

Fh hydrostatic force of the IWS [N]

Fpress pressure force of the IWS [N]

g acceleration of gravity [m/s2]

hch air chamber height at mean tide [m]

Hs significant wave height [m]

I turbine/generator set moment [kgm2]

Ir radiation state [-]

IRMS stator RMS current [A]

K radiation impulse function [N/m]

lch air chamber length [m]

m mass of the rigid piston [kg]

mc mass of air inside the chamber [kg]

ṁt turbine mass flow rate [kg/s]

Mmn ratio of maximal over nominal torque [-]

Npp number of generator pair of poles [-]

p absolute air chamber pressure [Pa]

p∗ dimensionless relative pressure [-]

pat absolute atmospheric pressure [Pa]

Pg generator electrical power [W]

Pil generator iron power losses [W]

Pml generator mechanical power losses [W]

Pt turbine aerodynamic power [W]

Pwl generator winding power losses [W]

wave-crest length

Rst generator stator restistance [Ohm]

SIWS OWC water plane area [m2]

t time [s]

T0 IWS first resonant period [s]

Tctrl torque control [Nm]

Te energy period [s]

Tg generator torque [Nm]

Tlatch latching time for CL3 [s]

Tloss test bench torque losses [Nm]

Tt turbine torque [Nm]

uv safety valve control variable [0/1]

V0 volume of air inside the chamber [m3]

in calm water

Vc instantaneous air chamber volume [m3]

Vnom nominal generator voltage [V]

wch air chamber width [m]

wgen generator weight [kg]

z heave position [m]

Greek symbols

γ specific heats ratio of air, Cp/Cv [-]

Γ(ωj) excitation force per unit wave amplitude [N/m]

ηt turbine efficiency [-]

ηg generator efficiency [-]

κgb virtual gearbox [-]

κi virtual inertia [-]

λ Froude scaling factor [-]

Π turbine dimensionless power [-]

̺at air density at atmospheric conditions [kg/m3]

̺c stagnation air density at turbine

inlet [kg/m3]

̺w water density [kg/m3]

Φ turbine dimensionless flow rate [-]

φ phase of IWS response [rad]

ϕ wave random phase [0,2π]

Ψ turbine dimensionless pressure head [-]

ω wave frequency [rad/s]

Ω turbine/generator set rotational speed [rad/s]

Ωmax generator maximal rotational speed [rpm]

Ωnom generator nominal rotational speed [rpm]

σe eddy current loss coefficient [-]

σh hysteresis loss coefficient [-]

Υ Spectrum attenuation function [-]

Superscripts

∗ dimensionless quantity

Subscripts

at atmospheric quantity

bep best efficiency point

ch chamber

g generator quantity

in turbine inlet conditions

iws internal water surface

m model scale

max maximum value

nom nominal value

p prototype scale

r test bench real scale

t turbine quantity

Acronyms

CL Control law

HIL Hardware in-the-loop

IWS Internal Water Surface

MWPP Mutriku Wave Power Plant

OWC Oscillating Water Column

PTO Power Take-Off

RAO Response Amplitude Operator

W2W Wave-to-Wire model

WEC Wave Energy Converter2



Technology developers and policy makers are convinced that energy converted from the oceans25

can follow the same path and consolidate the renewable energy mix by relying on an energy widely26

available and more predictable. The wave energy sector is still at an early development phase as27

can attest the wide diversity of concepts [3–6] and as many means of power extraction via the Power28

Take-Off (PTO) [7–10]. Plus there is not a clear sign of technology convergence that is also an29

evidence of the low maturity of the sector. The lack of confidence slows down private investments30

because of the risk associated. Also, as every early technologies, the cost of energy is for now too31

high. This is a breeding ground for innovation to foster the development of efficient technologies.32

In wave energy conversion, among the many existing concepts, the Oscillating Water Column33

(OWC) type is one of the simplest. It uses the pneumatic power trapped inside an air chamber34

and created by the oscillating movement of the waves to drive an air turbine. This turbine is35

then connected to a conventional generator to produce electricity. State of the art publications are36

available in [11–14]. Actually several concepts using this technology have reached sea trials. Both37

fixed and floating structures were deployed at sea, just to name some of them: the Mighty Whale in38

Japan, the Pico plant in Azores Islands [15], the Limpet in the Island of Isle, the bottom standing39

OWC of Trivandrum India, the Backward Bent Duct Buoy from Ocean Energy, the Oceanlinx40

nearshore OWC, the bottom-standing plant at Yongsoo in South Korea, the Mutriku Wave Power41

plant and the Marmok-A5 from Oceantec/IDOM in the north of Spain.42

The area of control in wave energy is acting to optimise the energy production, inducing more43

incomes, while requiring little additional investments, and is identified to be one of the key cost-44

reduction pathways to reduce the cost of energy [16]. Extensive work on control theory applied to45

the wave energy conversion has been produced [17–20]. Optimum control theory goal is to perform a46

phase and amplitude matching so the Wave Energy Converter (WEC) enters in resonance condition,47

amplify its motion and absorb more power. Two main types of phase control exist: reactive48

control [21–23] and latching control [24–26]. Reactive control relies on a PTO capable of sending49

back energy to the system to change its motion, whereas latching requires a mechanism to keep the50

WEC motion still and release it at the right moment. Some of them are relying on Model Predictive51

Control algorithms [27–29] to further improve their performance. However, these strategies were52

criticised first of all theoretically because the linear potential flow theory assumptions do not apply53

anymore [18, 30], and in the issues of real implementation. The absence of latching mechanisms54

robust enough [31], or in reactive control the double generator efficiency penalisation of the power55

flowing from the PTO to the float absorber [32], and also in the need for predicting the wave force56

[25, 33]. Few were actually tested experimentally [34, 35] and even less had the opportunity to be57

deployed in real sea environment [36].58

For the case of the OWC, the main type of control strategy employed is called turbine speed59

control. It consists in adjusting the turbine speed by applying a generator torque in order to60

set the turbine at good efficiency ranges [37–40] and, in the case of the Wells, avoid stalling61

events, sometimes supported by airflow control [41, 42]. Theoretical studies were performed on62

latching in [43–47]; and experimental work is done on a small scale sparbuoy in [48]. Electrical63

test infrastructures were used for the speed controls in [49–52] to validate the implementation of64

algorithms in Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) experiments. Real sea testing of devices and control65

using OWC systems are reported in [53–56].66

The focus of this work is to develop, assess and compare the performance of several control67

strategies applied to the OWC. Along the European Union funded project H2020 OPERA project,68

these controllers will be implemented first in the Mutriku plant and then to the Marmok-A5 from69

Oceantec/IDOM. Numerical simulations are done using the same Wave-to-Wire model (W2W) that70

describes one of the 16 chambers composing the OWC plant in Mutriku. These algorithms act71

throughout the power conversion chain; from the hydrodynamics of wave absorption to the turbine72

aerodynamic and electrical equipment efficiency. After numerical simulations, all the algorithms are73

validated for deployment with dry testing in one of the two available test facilities. In total, 6 control74
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Table 1: Summary of control laws

Control Adaptive/
Controls Based on

Law Predictive

CL1 Adaptive Generator torque Rotational speed
CL2 Adaptive Generator torque Chamber pressure
CL3 Adaptive Valve open- Hourly sea state,

close timings chamber pressure
CL4 Adaptive Valve open- Chamber pressure,

close timings valve position
CL5 Adaptive Generator torque Rotational speed
CL6 Predictive Generator torque One period future

wave elevation,
Rotational speed

laws (CL) are presented (c.f. Table 1), and composed of adaptive controllers and a predictive one.75

The adaptive controllers are based on operational plant data to define the instantaneous control76

action, and the predictive strategy performs an online optimization during a prediction horizon.77

Also, despite the adaptive/predictive distinction, two types of control strategies are classified;78

turbine speed controllers act to set the Power Take-Off (PTO) to its best point of efficiency, and79

the latching control strategies aiming at modifying the WEC motion in order to force resonant80

conditions with the incident waves. Latching is made possible here by the fast actuating HSSV81

installed at the inlet of the turbine rotor.82

The paper is structured in six main parts. Section 2 describes the Mutriku Wave Power Plant83

(MWPP), starting with the available water resource and the motion of the internal water surface84

for one of the 16 chambers of the plant. Then, the air chamber dynamics and the interaction85

with the biradial turbine are explained as well as the power conversion components. The derived86

W2W time domain numerical model will be used as the common framework for all the controllers.87

Section 3 consists in the description of the 6 control laws, detailing their requirements. The results88

assessment is done in Section 4 which describes all the numerical simulations process and the results89

to ease the comparison of the different control laws, while Section 5 addresses the laboratory tests.90

First, the two facilities used to conduct them are described, followed by the explanation of the91

tests carried out and the results obtained. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.92

2. Mutriku power plant wave-to-wire model93

The Mutriku wave energy plant is built inside the new harbour breakwater in the Bay of Biscay94

[57, 58]. The technology selected for the energy conversion is the OWC. A common framework is95

required for the comparison of the control algorithms. Thus, a time domain numerical model of96

one of the air chambers along with its PTO system are developed and will be used as the common97

basis for all the controllers. The frequency domain study detailing the computation of the plant’s98

hydrodynamic coefficients can be found [40, 59].The plant physical parameters and the chamber99

dimensions are shown in Table 2.100

2.1. Wave resource101

Although the Mutriku plant produces energy in its local wave climate, the plant operation was102

designed using only 14 distinct sea states (SS) according to the site-specific occurring incident sea103

states [57]. The characteristics sea states are presented in Table 3 with respect to their significant104

wave height Hs, the energy period Te and the frequency of occurrence f0.105
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Table 2: Characteristics of the Mutriku power plant

Parameters Symbol Value Unit

Pysical quantities

Water density ρw 1025 kg/m3

Atmospheric air density ρat 1.25 kg/m3

Gravitational constant g 9.81 m/s2

Atmospheric pressure pat 101.5 kPa
Air specific heats ratio γ 1.40 -

Plant dimensions

Chamber width wch 4.50 m
Chamber length lch 3.10 m
Chamber height (mean hch 7.45 m
tide level)

Table 3: Mutriku sea states
SS Hs [m] Te [s] f0 %

1 0.88 5.5 3.23
2 1.03 6.5 3.44
3 1.04 7.5 5.08
4 1.02 8.5 6.11
5 1.08 9.5 10.73
6 1.19 10.5 9.31
7 1.29 11.5 9.52
8 1.48 12.5 7.42
9 1.81 13.5 2.75
10 2.07 14.5 2.96
11 2.59 15.5 1.34
12 2.88 16.5 0.40
13 3.16 11.5 0.27
14 3.2 12.5 0.42

Total 62.98

The wave power plant is situated in shallow waters, hosted in a breakwater so it would be106

incorrect to assume a typical wave spectrum to that used in offshore applications. To take into107

account the effect of finite depth in front of the plant, a TMA spectrum approach [60] is used to108

model the waves motion. A site-specific attenuation function was applied as shown in Appendix109

A.110

2.2. Internal water surface motion111

The heave motion z(t) of the Internal Water Surface (IWS) was modelled as an imaginary rigid112

piston of mass m. This approximation is expected to be accurate since the characteristic dimension113

of the air chamber is much smaller than the wave length. Based on the Newton’s 2nd law, the114

equation of motion is115

(m+A∞) z̈(t) = Fexc(t) + Frad(t) + Fh(t) + Fpress(t). (1)

Here A∞ denotes the added mass when the frequency tends to infinity.116

The excitation force Fexc is the force of an incoming wave upon the IWS117

Fexc(t) =
∑N

j=1
Γ(ωj)A(ωj) sin (ωjt+ φ(ωj) + ϕj), (2)
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Figure 1: Comparison of the RAO of the IWS motion obtained from the time domain model using Prony method
and the frequency domain one

with Γ(ωj) the excitation force response per unit of wave amplitude A over the angular frequencies118

ωj , obtained with the hydrodynamic solver WAMiT. The computation of the wave amplitudes is119

described in Appendix A. The phase response of the IWS with respect to the wave elevation, as120

function of ωj , is denoted as φ(ωj), and ϕj are the wave random phases.121

The wave radiation damping force Frad in the time domain is computed by the convolution122

integral123

Frad(t) = −

∫ t

0
K(t− τ) ż(τ) dτ. (3)

Here K is the radiation impulse response function. In the present work, the radiation force is124

approximated using a 20th order Prony’s method [61].125

The hydrostatic restoring force is defined by126

Fh(t) = −ρwgSiws z(t), (4)

where Siws is the area of the IWS and ρw is the sea water density.127

The resultant of the pressure forces, often called PTO force, in the internal water free surface128

is129

Fpress = −p(t)Siws, (5)

where p(t) is the pressure in the chamber relative to the atmosphere.130

Finally, the validation of the IWS motion is made by comparing the RAO obtained from the131

hydrodynamic study and running the time domain model in regular waves (c.f. Fig. 1). The132

relative error of the time domain model simulation with respect to the frequency-domain is also133

depicted.134

2.3. Air chamber and PTO135

2.3.1. Air compressibility model136

Assuming a isentropic compression/expansion of air in the chamber, the following relation can137

be stated138

p+ pat
ργc

=
pat
ργat

, (6)
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Figure 2: Biradial turbine characteristic curves computed in the design phase. The values corresponding to the best
efficiency points are also plotted.

where ρc is the air density inside the chamber, and γ is the specific heats ratio for air. The139

subscript “at” denotes atmospheric conditions. Introducing the dimensionless relative pressure140

p∗ = p/pat − 1 and taking the derivative in time of Eq. (6), we obtain141

ρ̇c
ρc

=
p∗

γ(p∗ + 1)
. (7)

The mass balance in the air chamber is given by142

d (ρcV )

dt
= −ṁt, (8)

or143

V̇c
Vc

+
ρ̇c
ρc

= −
ṁt

mc
, (9)

where Vc = Siws (hch + z) is the instantaneous volume of the chamber, mc = ρcVc denotes the mass144

of air inside the chamber, and ṁt is the turbine flow rate (positive for exhalation). Replacing145

Eq. (6) in Eq. (9) gives146

p∗

p∗ + 1
= −γ

(

V̇c
Vc

+
ṁt

mc

)

. (10)

To solve Eq. (10) in time, the density ρc is computed using Eq. (6). The computation of the turbine147

mass flow rate is described in the next section.148

2.3.2. Biradial turbine149

The biradial turbine is a novel turbine whose air flow enters the stator and exits the diffuser150

radially. It has been design and manufactured in the framework of the OPERA project and the151

turbine behaviour and performance are shown in Fig. 2 were obtained during the design phase.152

The characteristics can be represented with the dimensionless coefficients of pressure head Ψ, mass153
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flow rate Φ, turbine power Π, and efficiency ηt as154

Ψ = uv
p

ρinΩ2 d2t
, (11)

Φ =
ṁt

ρinΩ d3t
, (12)

Π =
Pt

ρinΩ3 d5t
, (13)

ηt =
Π

ΨΦ
. (14)

Here ρin denotes the air density at inlet stagnation conditions, Ω is the turbine rotational speed,155

dt is the turbine rotor diameter, and Pt is the turbine aerodynamic shaft power. uv denotes the156

valve actuation and its control sequence is described in the following section. In the inhalation157

half cycle, ρin = ρat. For the exhalation half cycle, ρin = ρc. In the current work, we made the158

approximation that ρin ≈ ρat which is reasonably valid for low energetic sea states. The turbine159

has a rotor diameter of dt = 0.5m.160

2.3.3. High-speed stop valve161

The turbine is equipped with the high-speed stop valve (HSSV) installed in series with the162

turbine that controls the flow rate. The fast actuation, around 1/5 s, enables the use of latching163

control strategies. Also, it can be operated to avoid overspeeding the turbine/generator set. There164

is a risk of failure if the maximum speed is exceeded due to the increase of mechanical vibrations165

and centrifugal forces. The valve position (closed-0, or open-1) is determined by the associated166

control variable uv and its control is common for all the CL.167

uv =











0, if uv = 1 and Ω > Ωth,up,

0, if uv = 0 and Ω > Ωth,dn,

1, otherwise.

(15)

The threshold speed are defined by the upper limit Ωth,up = 3000 rpm to close the valve and the168

Ωth,dn = 2500 rpm to open it.169

2.3.4. Electrical conversion170

An asynchronous induction generator is connected to the turbine shaft and is responsible for171

converting the mechanical energy to electricity. Its specifications are collected in Table 4. The172

generator loss model includes the main losses that affect the conversion from mechanical to electrical173

power that are:174

• mechanical losses Pml,175

• iron losses Pil,176

• winding losses Pwl.177

The bearings mainly cause mechanical losses. Its value can be estimated as a function of the178

shaft diameter and the rated power for a type of generator (number of poles). Figure 3 shows the179

estimation of these losses with data extracted from [62].180

Iron losses are due to iron core perturbation on the magnetic field and can be calculated as181

seen in [63] following182

Pil = B2

(

σh
fhz
100

+ σe

(

dipfhz
100

)2
)

wgen, (16)
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Table 4: Generator specifications

Parameters Symbol Value Unit

Nominal power Pg,nom 30 kW
Nominal torque Tg,nom 190 Nm
Nominal speed Ωnom 1500 rpm
Pairs of Poles Npp 2 -
Max/Nom torque ratio Mmn 2 -
Runaway speed Ωmax 4500 rpm
Insulation class - Class H (180◦C) -
Weight wgen 250 kg
Nominal voltage Vnom 400 V
Frequency fhz 50 Hz
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Figure 3: Estimation of the generator mechanical losses

where the average magnetic field in the air gap is set to B = 0.8T. The hysteresis and eddy current183

loss coefficients have been selected to be respectively σh = 5.01 and σe = 44.80 and come from an184

adjustment made on the generator presented in [64]. The iron core steel plate thickness is selected185

to be dip = 0.64mm given in [65].186

Finally the winding losses are derived from the RMS stator current and the stator resistance187

Rst following this equation188

Pwl = I2rmsRst. (17)

The generator electrical power is then computed with the sum of the loss resting to the turbine189

power so that190

Pg = Pt − (Pml + Pil + Pwl) , (18)

and its efficiency is the ratio ηg = Pg/Pt.191

2.3.5. Generator operational regions192

Due to the intrinsic nature of wave energy, the generator will have to be operated over its193

nominal condition and deal with peaks of production during short periods of time. The operational194

9



limitation of an induction generator is defined by its current and voltage limits. Below the nominal195

voltage in the constant torque region, the current limit is proportional to the maximum torque.196

It is possible to operate a generator at maximum current periodically keeping in mind that the197

temperature of the windings will rise and cannot reach a certain threshold. Over the rated voltage198

the generator enters the flux-weakening operation region. The maximum electrical torque decreases199

with the square of the speed due to the magnetic forces in the generator whereas the mechanical200

load torque decreases with the inverse of the speed and the nominal power is then constant. The201

different operation regimes are presented in Fig. 4. In the current configuration, the generator’s202

3 phases are connected to a frequency converter which rated voltage is VPE,nom = 690V and sized203

3 times higher than the generator power. This configuration allows an overspeed of the generator204

and shifts the voltage limit to the overspeed threshold:205

Ωos =
VPE,nom
Vnom

Ωnom (19)

The maximal peak power over that configuration is thus Pmax =Mmn Tg,nomΩos ≈ 100kW.206
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Figure 4: Generator possible operations regions

2.3.6. Drive train implementation207

The dynamics of the drive train of inertia I describing the turbine/generator set angular accel-208

eration is given by209

IΩ̇ = Tt − Tg, (20)

where Tg = Pg/Ω is the generator electromagnetic torque.210

3. Control laws description211

All the adaptive and predictive control laws are explained here, including the speed controllers212

and the latching strategies.213

3.1. CL1: torque control based on turbine speed214

The first CL is based on several research papers [37, 51, 66] and adapted for the case of the215

Mutriku plant. The controlled torque to be applied by the generator is related to the fact that216

along with a time frame long enough the average of the turbine and generator powers are equal217

considering a lossless drivetrain.218

A simple and effective generator control can be derived from the turbine power using simple219

physical arguments. If the goal is to maximise the turbine efficiency then the turbine is to be220

10



operated at the best efficiency point Ψbep, see Fig. 2, and the turbine power is computed from221

Eq. (13) as222

Pt(Ψbep,Ω) = ̺at d
5
t Π(Ψbep) Ω

3 = constΩ3. (21)

As such, the generator power control could follow a relation of the type223

Tctrl = aΩb, (22)

where the exponent b should be around 2.224

An offline optimisation is used to tune the slope a and b exponent coefficients of the torque law225

and parametrise the control parameters for the MWPP. Besides, a peak power control is included226

to limit the reference control torque and avoid overloading the generator. The CL used in the227

numerical simulations is then228

Tctrl = min
(

aΩb, Pg,nom/Ω
)

. (23)

3.2. CL2: torque control based on chamber pressure229

The second control algorithm developed in this study uses a torque law not based on the230

instantaneous rotational speed but on the relative chamber pressure. It arises from work performed231

in [54]. The derived controlled torque yields to the generator torque law:232

Tctrl = k0 + k1p̄, (24)

with the constants k0 and k1 determined by numerical evaluations of the biradial turbine character-233

istics. The 5-minute average of the absolute value of the relative chamber pressure p̄ is introduced,234

replacing the instantaneous pressure drop. Indeed the sudden changes in internal pressure would235

yield to hazardous change of the controlled torque resulting in stressing the generator. The length236

of the moving average window was determined to allow a responsive evolution of the generator237

torque.238

An overspeed protection feature is introducing to operate the turbine safely and avoid over-239

speeding in high energetic seas. A third term was added to Eq. (24), responsible for increasing the240

controlled torque in instantaneous high-pressure values and brake down the turbine. Finally, CL2241

torque law is:242

Tctrl = k0 + k1 p̄+ k2 |p− p̄|. (25)

3.3. CL3: latching control based on sea state data243

This control law is a modified latching control from [67, 68], but the control law does not require244

precise future wave prediction. Instead, the control law will use the wave energy period Te from245

previous wave forecast statistics. Therefore, this control law is proposed as a sub-optimal control246

for improving wave energy conversion for the OWC devices.247

The implementation of the control law includes the closing and opening of the control valve.248

The latching durations are calculated based on the sea state and the internal water surface first249

resonance period T0. The physical implementation of the control law is as following.250

• Step 1 - The control law closes the HSSV when the chamber relative pressure p is around251

zero.252

• Step 2 - The valve stays closed during the latching duration and then goes back to the open253

position254

Tlatch =
Te − T0

2
. (26)
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3.4. CL4: Threshold latching based on turbine speed and chamber pressure255

The CL4 is an enhanced version of the strategy 2 described in [43, 44] and it is called in256

the literature as threshold latching. It uses the rotational speed and the air chamber pressure to257

control the HSSV position. The main goal is to avoid over-powering the turbine and the generator258

in more energetic sea states. The variable used to compute the opening instants is the pressure259

head coefficient Ψ.260

The latching control implemented within this control, is based on a positive threshold for the261

pressure head coefficient, Ψ+
thr, and a negative threshold, Ψ−thr. When Ψ is positive and is above262

Ψ+
thr then the valve is opened. The valve is closed when Ψ < Ψ+

thr and the elapsed time after the263

opening order is greater than a specified time interval ∆tmin. Analogous strategy is applied when264

Ψ is negative. The threshold values Ψ+
thr and Ψ

−

thr are to be determined experimentally. The used265

of a pre-defined minimum elapsed time ∆tmin after the opening order aims to avoid intermittent266

operation for short time intervals. The outer-loop of this control law applies the generator control267

law CL1 as given by Eq. (23).268

3.5. CL5: torque control based on reinforcement learning269

CL5 is an application of Reinforcement Learning for the control of the biradial turbine in the270

Mutriku power plant. The goal is to find the optimal curve relating the maximum power and271

turbine rotational speed, by measuring the output generator power and adjusting the generator272

torque accordingly. A model-free control was adopted to perform an on-line optimisation with273

operational data. The main aim is to tune the coefficient a of the torque law Eq. (22)) without274

relying on the plant model. This approach makes CL5 unbiased by modelling errors or changes in275

the model due to “wear and tear”.276

In general Reinforcement Learning, an agent, which is in a particular state sn, interacts with the277

surrounding environment by taking an action an, where n defines the time step of the algorithm.278

The agent then moves to a new state, sn+1, and the action is followed by a reward, rn+1, depending279

on its outcome. The action selection process is modelled as a Markov decision process based on280

the value function that defines the estimate of the future reward. The agent is expected to learn281

optimal behaviour over time for the maximisation of the total reward [69].282

The implementation presented here applies a Q-Learning algorithm. The state variables are283

chosen to be a 2-dimensional discretisation of the turbine speed and generator power284

S = { s | sjl = (Ωj , Pg,k), j = 1, . . . , J, l = 1, . . . , L }, (27)

where J and L determine the number of states. The action an at any time n is chosen to be one of285

the following: i) increase, ii) decrease, or iii) do not change the generator torque (given the same286

turbine speed); or equivalently: i) increase, ii) decrease, or iii) do not change the slope coefficient287

a. Thus, we have an action space288

A = { a | a ∈ {−∆a, 0,+∆a} }. (28)

The reward is chosen to be a function of the average (over a time-horizon, here few wave-lengths)289

output power as:290

rn+1 =







∆Pavg,g,n+1/1000, ∆Pavg,g,n+1 > δ,
0, −δ < Pavg,g,n+1 < δ,
∆Pavg,g,n+1/1000, ∆Pavg,g,n+1 < −δ,

(29)

where δ is a design parameter (minimal viable change in average power) applicable to all sea states.291

Scaling the power by 1/1000 for the reward function has proven to be more efficient in simulations292

in varying sea states.293
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The Reinforcement Learning algorithm employs an exploration strategy to find the optimum294

value of the slope coefficient a of the torque law Eq. (22), and thus the optimal torque. This295

is achieved by updating a Q-table as a function of reward and previously accumulated (but over296

time discounted) rewards for any state/action combination, and using the Q-table (thus previous297

rewards for taken actions at given states) together with an exploration rate, to decide the current298

action. Exploration rate, learning rate and discount factors are design parameters which are chosen299

to accommodate the trade-off between fast convergence of the exploration strategy and robustness300

of the result with respect to uncertain external conditions, i.e., varying sea states and model301

uncertainties.302

3.6. CL6: predictive torque control based on future wave elevation303

The following controller is a non-linear model predictive control using a receding horizon frame304

to perform the on-line optimisation. The aim is to maximise both the turbine and generator305

efficiency, so the power output is optimal for a fixed prediction horizon TH as a function of the306

incoming waves. It is based on the torque law proposed in Eq. (22), which relies on a lossless307

drivetrain and the characterisation of the turbine, at the difference that the proposed strategy308

computes the instantaneous control torque accounting for the overall power conversion.309

Two phases characterise this control law: i) the computation of the control coefficients a and310

b of Eq. (22) during the prediction horizon, and ii) their application during the replanning period.311

During the prediction horizon, an on-line optimisation determines the best coefficients a and b of the312

torque law Eq. (22) and constitutes the control vector u =
(

a b
)

. The newly characterised control313

law is then applied them during the re-planning time. The optimisation algorithm maximises the314

performance index315

J(u) =
1

TH

∫ TH

0
(αPt + β Pg (u)) dt. (30)

Note that the turbine power output is indirectly affected by the control vector u. The parameters316

α and β are weighting parameters used to prioritise the power absorption or power conversion into317

electrical power.318

4. Assessment of the control laws based on simulation results319

This section highlights the performance of each control law in terms of power production,320

reliability and power quality. The simulation results are obtained for all the algorithms upon321

the 14 sea states presented in Table 3. CL1 is used as the base case control for comparing the322

algorithms. The time simulation of an individual test is set to 1/2 hour to represent the typical323

time duration of a sea state. An exception is made for CL5 as it needs longer time simulation for324

the control parameters to converge. In this case a simulation of 12 hours is set and the last 1/2325

hour is used for the analysis.326

4.1. Power production327

In Fig. 5, the energy production for each CL is defined as the sum of the energy produced328

during the 14 sea states (c.f. Table 3), including the frequency of occurrence and assuming the329

plant is available 100% of the time. The two latching control strategies, CL3 and CL4, show the330

lowest performance and their energy production is below the base case. The objective of a latching331

controller is to tune the device motion to obtain resonant condition and absorb more energy at the332

wave-structure interaction. Referring to Fig. 1, the RAO shows the plant always amplifies the wave333

motion (RAO > 1) so invalidating the use of such controllers for this plant. Instead of improving334

the performance, the two algorithms have a negative effect on the energy production due to an335

inappropriate use of the latching valve. CL2 presents a small increase in the energy produced with336
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4.4% of additional energy in respect to CL1. CL5 provides a substantial increase in respect to the337

base case (CL1) by producing 17% more energy. The predictive law CL6 outperforms all the CL338

by exerting an overall increase in energy production of more than 20% with respect to the base339

case.340
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Figure 5: Global energy production for each CL during the 14 sea states

The comparison of energy production against electrical power production is interesting in the341

sense that the overall energy produced includes the frequency of occurrence of the sea states which342

cannot be considered for the electrical power (c.f. the panels on the left-hand side of Fig. 6). It is343

relevant to analyse not only the efficiencies of the PTO subsystems but also the power produced344

at each energy conversion step for each CL and in a selection of SS as can be seen in Fig. 6:345

the results are detailed in terms of energy, powers (pneumatic, mechanical and electrical) and346

efficiencies (turbine, generator and overall PTO), for three distinct sea states corresponding to347

low, medium and high energetic wave conditions. The control objective of CL1 is to reach the348

highest average turbine efficiency, around 70%, for all the sea states. The CL2 results show both349

poor turbine efficiency and poor generator efficiency. It makes up for the poor efficiencies with350

higher pneumatic power which is cause mostly by the extended availability of the PTO system.351

This shows up most prominently in the highest energy sea states, where the CL2 produces the352

third most energy despite poor overall efficiency. The CL3 shows good turbine and generator353

efficiency, but it has less available pneumatic energy due to the latching of the air valve. Due to354

this loss of available pneumatic energy, the CL3 overall electrical energy output suffers and limits355

the effectiveness of CL3. CL6 is the one showing the best results in terms of energy for all the356

studied SS in comparison with the other CLs. The increase in SS5 and SS8 are around 10% and357

reaches 90% in the most energetic one. Focusing on the turbine efficiency, performance of CL6 is358

usually lower than the one of CL1 (around 5%) but on the other hand the generator operates at359

better regimes as its efficiency is around 10% higher. The overall PTO efficiency is thus close to360

5% higher in CL6. As a general observation, the PTO efficiency when operating the predictive361

controller oscillates around 45 to 60%. Focusing on SS14, the pneumatic energy is almost twice as362

high as in CL1 and including the slight increase in efficiency one can understand the good score of363

this control strategy in terms of energy production. Mainly this can be explained by the inclusion364

of both the turbine and generator output power to the cost function. Also, in higher sea states,365

the predictive algorithm prevents the HSSV from closing during long time duration, synonym of366

loss of absorbed energy, because it is capable of adapting the torque law parameters so that the367

turbine exceeds the cut-off speed less often. In general, the performance of a controller cannot be368

assessed only by its efficiency as it was highlighted that a less efficient CL could generate more369

output power (c.f. results for CL2).370

Fig. 7 shows a detailed view of the turbine performance for all the control laws in SS8. On each371
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Figure 6: Global performance of the 6 CL in SS5, SS8 and SS14

panel, the probability distribution of the dimensionless pressure head Ψ is plotted together with372

the turbine efficiency. The more the pressure is distributed in the high turbine efficiency range373

the better the turbine performance. The two latching laws, CL3 and CL4, are quite recognizable374

with the highest probability appearing close to Ψ = 0. The latching valve is often closed, and375

thus the Eq. (11) yields to zero. For example, CL1 concentrates 87% of the dimensionless pressure376

probability in the range Ψ = [−0.75 : +0.75], that refers to highly efficient operation regime of the377

turbine. CL6 concentrates 72% of the probability inside the same range, which classifies it just378

behind CL1 and CL4. On the other hand, a rather wide and even spread of dimensionless pressure379

probability can be observed for CL5, which is an indication that the learning algorithm is not380

controlling for optimal turbine efficiency but maximum long-term energy yield, and thus optimal381

generator efficiency (c.f. Fig. 8).382

In Fig. 8 the CLs are evaluated in terms of generator performance operating under SS10, where383

the generator efficiency is plotted as a function of the generator load, Λ = Pg/Pg,nom. The first384

observation to be made refers to the type of controller employed. While CL1, CL3, CL4 and CL5385

follow a unique trend line, CL2 and CL6 show a different pattern. The first case is very specific386

of a torque law and it can be seen that CL1 and CL4 use the same coefficients. CL3 and above387

all CL5 present higher efficiency scores compared to CL1 and CL4. The case of CL6 is particular388

because it is based on a torque law like most of the controllers but able to take not only the trend389

of CL1, for example, but as many as the optimisation can produce. This is an evidence of its390
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Figure 7: Probability distribution of Ψ for the 6 CL during SS8
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Figure 8: Generator efficiency in function of the load

capacity to adapt dynamically to internal and external conditions. Because CL2 is not based on391

rotational speed but on pressure, it produces a curve shape that is very different to the other CLs392

with an efficiency clustered in the upper left part of the figure.393

4.2. Reliability394

This section analyses reliability issues, or how the different controllers do apprehend the com-395

ponents operation in extreme conditions. Quantities like the peaks in the generator production396

and valve operation are studied to understand how the different control laws deal with the opera-397

tion above the nominal conditions. In Fig. 9 the probability distribution of the generator power is398

plotted for each CL during operation in the highest energetic sea state. The torque laws employed399
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in CL1 and CL4 avoid any overloading of the generator while all the others allow that kind of400

operation. During this SS, CL2 does not operate above twice the generator rated power. CL5 and401

CL6 are allowing operation until the maximal generator power. Also, referring to Fig. 8, CL1 and402

CL4 are the only two controllers that do not overload the generator during operation in SS10. CL2403

and CL3 reach 1.5 times the generator rated power while CL6 operates the generator with peaks404

twice the nominal capacity, this value was elevated over 2.5 times in the case of CL5. The generator405

is able to operate in this configuration over its rated capacity as detailed in Section 2.3.5 but can406

produce an accelerated wear if exposed to that operation during a long time. In practice, if not407

properly ventilated the generator can generate an over-temperature. In the case the temperature408

rises over the one of the insulation class, the stator varnish protection can melt and the windings409

would produce a shortcut.
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Figure 9: Probability distribution of the electrical powers for the 6 CL during SS14
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Figure 10: Peak-to-average power in function of the averge generator power each of CL for all the SS
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Fig. 10 gives an overall view of the power peaks produced by the different controllers. It shows411

a scatter plot of the peaks of power over the average electrical power — also known as peak-to-412

average power ratio — as a function of the average generator power for all CLs and all the SS.413

Control algorithms, such as CL5 or CL6, are the ones stressing the electrical components the most414

then followed by CL2 and CL3. This type of behaviour implies a poorer score regarding reliability415

issues and quality of power sent to the grid.416

Focusing on the shut-off valve operation allows to assess how a CL relies on this component.417

The longer the valve is closed the higher the number of switching from open to closed position and418

the lower its life time. It is obvious the latching algorithms requires an intense operation of the419

valve and thus it is more likely to present a potential failure (c.f. Table 5). CL1 is also relying on420

the valve but for safety reason because the torque law, by avoiding generator overloads, allows the421

turbine to reach higher speeds, until reaching the cut-off speed that forces the valve to close. On422

the contrary CL2, CL5 and CL6 do not usually operate the safety valve because they allow higher423

torques to reduce the turbine speed.

Table 5: Turbine speed and valve actuation time for each CL in all SS

Average rotational speed [rad/s] HSSV closed duration [s]

SS CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 CL5 CL6 CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 CL5 CL6

1 83 43 57 82 43 66 0 0 0 330 0 0
2 85 45 60 85 46 69 0 0 117 346 0 0
3 94 53 66 92 51 75 0 0 345 360 0 0
4 106 64 75 103 66 83 0 0 473 378 0 0
5 128 81 92 123 80 98 0 0 586 388 0 0
6 145 99 102 139 100 113 0 0 685 398 0 0
7 155 106 108 149 115 122 6 0 777 410 0 0
8 170 115 117 163 116 137 15 0 820 419 0 0
9 188 126 127 180 121 154 49 0 905 455 0 0
10 196 134 131 190 134 165 95 1 952 484 0 0
11 208 143 135 201 140 176 179 10 1036 549 0 4
12 210 141 126 203 138 176 196 21 1130 568 0 4
13 216 150 174 210 183 181 272 32 768 622 2 13
14 218 149 175 213 175 183 325 45 820 644 2 11

424

4.3. Highlights on simulation results425

As a base case, CL1 is the reference law against which the other algorithms are tested. As426

an overall observation, its performance is fair and its philosophy is to set the turbine at its best427

operation point, which is achieved most of the time. It includes a peak-power control that prevent428

operating the generator higher than its nominal capacity. This type of operation, though the most429

careful considering generator reliability, have the effect to operate at higher speed lower torques.430

The impact is double, from one side there is less energy absorbed by the device because the431

safety valve operates more often and on the other side the generator does not operated in optimal432

ranges. In what concerns Control Law 2, it is different from all the other control laws tested433

during simulations. CL2 relies strictly on the measured pressure within the plenum chamber434

to determine applied generator torque, while all other control laws presented here use turbine-435

generator speed to determine applied torque. The algorithm uses both a moving average pressure436

and the instantaneous chamber pressure. Due to the hysteresis in the OWC system, where changing437

pressure leads changing flow in the chamber, the application of the instantaneous pressure within438

the control law algorithm gives CL2 chronologic advantage over the other non-predictive control439

laws. This advantage manifests in the operations of the HSSV and the average rotational speed.440
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However, the simulations show these advantages balanced by losses in both turbine and generator441

efficiency comparted to the other control laws. The annual energy production of CL2 is bested only442

by the reinforcement learning and the predictive control laws during simulation, this is largely due443

to an increase in available pneumatic power caused mostly by the minimal use of the HSSV. The444

limited use of the HSSV bodes well for the mechanical reliability of the OWC, but the peak-to-445

average generator power fluctuations could lead to electrical reliability degradation. The generator446

power fluctuations were unexpected as CL2 was originally designed to minimise swings in applied447

electrical torque, but the addition of the instantaneous pressure to the algorithm sacrificed electrical448

torque stability to moderate peaks in turbine rotational speed. These results highlight the delicate449

balance these control laws are attempting to maintain by maximising both mechanical and electrical450

performance. CL2 performs well, but there is room for improvement available.451

In Control Law 3 and 4, the latching control laws are designed to maximise the hydrodynamic452

response of the OWC by adjusting the resonant frequency to match the frequency of the incoming453

waves. The latching system controls a valve that seals the plenum chamber of the OWC from454

outside atmosphere, which changes the hydrodynamic properties of the system. During operation455

of CL3 and CL4, a secondary control law is required for the turbine-generator system. For the tests456

performed during these simulations, CL1 is applied to the turbine-generator. The results of the457

simulations show that they poorly operate in comparison to the other non-latching control laws,458

particularly in the higher energy sea states. Interestingly, CL3 produces more electrical energy459

than CL1 for SS 14, this is caused by better application of the HSSV. In SS 14, the latching of460

CL3 keeps the turbine speed lower, which increases the availability of the PTO system. There461

are several reasons for the poor performance of the latching algorithms. The main issue was462

that hydrodynamic response of the Mutriku OWC Plant is relatively uniform across the various463

periods that affect the plant. This leaves little room for improving the response amplitude operator464

through latching, and when the latching valve is closed, the OWC converts zero pneumatic energy465

to mechanical energy. These losses are not recovered via hydrodynamic improvement. The larger466

energy sea states have longer periods, which lead to longer latching times and greater energy467

losses. The latching control theory behind the development of CL3 works best with two moving468

body WECs, but for the Mutriku plant, there is only one moving body. While the performance469

of CL3 and CL4 have proven poor during the Mutriku testing, there remains hope that it will be470

effective during offshore device testing.471

Being an adaptive learning scheme and thus designed for long-term application, CL5 is reas-472

suring that Reinforcement Learning achieves good performance (in comparison to the other CLs).473

Additionally, the CL converges to ”optimal” control parameters after the set 12 hours learning474

period, which gives evidence that the CL is allowing reasonable adaptation to changing conditions.475

In the context of adapting to changing systems parameters (e.g. changing physical parameters476

because of wear and tear of device components or adaptation to unforeseen environments), which477

highlights the main benefits of Reinforcement Learning driven control, the results are promising and478

could enable long-term management of optimal energy generation and power quality via scheduling479

of varying CLs.480

The results obtained with the predictive algorithm CL6 have given evidence that good perfor-481

mance are due to consideration given to the overall PTO system, including both the turbine and482

the generator. Being predictive, it adapts as well to external and internal conditions during its483

receding horizon. It knows the profile of the incoming waves and is aware of the PTO components484

performance and limitations. Thus it optimally adapts to specific conditions and finds the best485

trade-off that optimises the control parameters. In the present analysis, the wave forecasting is486

ideal, meaning that the excitation force computed for the optimisation is the same as the one from487

the incoming waves that are hitting the plant. In practice the wave forecasting is not so straightfor-488

ward to estimate. The quality of the optimisation is tied to the accuracy of the numerical model.489

This could also penalise the good performance in practical experiments at sea. By showing the490
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best score in terms of electrical power production, CL6 has demonstrated it is the most promising491

among the other CL. Still this hypothesis is yet to be proved by tests in real sea conditions.492

5. Test rig experiments493

The proposed control algorithms need to pass a validation process before future real sea tests494

at Mutriku. The validation was performed in an electrical test infrastructure using Hardware-in-495

the-Loop (HIL) experiments. This step was considered to be indispensable to check the correct496

implementation of the controllers and gain confidence by repeated testing in a dry and controlled497

environment before any implementation at sea. The benefits of this kind of experimental testing498

are present in literature such as [70, 71]. Two dry test labs were used for the experiments. From499

one side, the PTO test laboratory in Tecnalia to validate CL1, CL4 and CL6. On the other side,500

the PTO test rig of the MaREI Center, at University College of Cork, for validating CL2, CL3 and501

CL5.502

5.1. Framework for the experiments503

The idea of the HIL tests is to emulate the generator dynamic behaviour of one PTO system504

of the Mutriku power plant. As such, the WEC and turbine dynamics are simulated in real-time505

using a dedicated computer, and an electric motor drives the generator with the computed turbine506

torque.507

The used HIL infrastructure consists of two electrical machines facing each other, as described508

in Fig. 11. The hardware was divided into two key areas: the turbine side labelled as the emulated509

part and the generator side which is the real part. The turbine side is composed of a motor,510

that imposes the computed instantaneous turbine torque, the frequency converter, to control the511

motor, and the motor control software. These components aim to simulate the performance of the512

WEC and turbine under any sea condition. It is a simulation because the mathematical model is513

programmed in the motor control software so that it behaves like the OWC. The generator area514

includes the generator, the frequency converter to control the generator, and a Programmable Logic515

Controller (PLC) with the generator control software. This part represents the real equipment that516

is connected between the biradial turbine and the grid. The motor and the generator are coupled517

directly in the same shaft. The drive train is slowed down by the applied generator torque, and518

the new speed is sent to the emulation part of the model and thus closes the loop. The most519

import aspect of this HIL configuration is that we remove Eq. (20) from a stand-alone numerical520

Figure 11: HIL testing framework
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simulation. At each time-step of the simulation, the rotational speed of the motor/generator521

is measured instead of being computed. The measured rotational speed Ω and the computed522

pressure p uniquely define the turbine operating point Ψ. To guaranty the dynamic similarity of523

the experimental tests, the inertia of the HIL configuration (motor/generator) must respect inertia524

of the real turbine/generator set.525

5.2. Scaling methodology526

The laboratory infrastructure does not necessarily have the same physical characteristics of the527

PTO that is to be installed at Mutriku. The generator installed in the test benches have lower528

rated power than the one for the Mutriku power plant. The present work followed the methodology529

presented in [45, 51, 72, 73] where the numerical model ran in-real time at prototype scale in a530

dedicated computer. The physical inputs and outputs of the numerical model were scaled down to531

control the motor/generator (model scale) under similarity conditions with the turbine/generator532

set of the WEC PTO system (prototype scale).533

Testbench drivetrains have losses that are different from the losses of the real PTO system.534

Losses cannot be scaled since they are an intrinsic property of the system. As such, it was decided535

to cancel the testbench losses by adding the torque losses to the reference torque computed in the536

numerical model that feeds the motor.537

Tmt = Tmt,ref + Tloss, (31)

where superscript m denotes model scale. The term Tloss was determined from free decay tests538

performed in the testbench.539

5.3. Testbench results at Tecnalia540

5.3.1. Description of the infrastructure541

The characteristics of the electrical machines in the PTO Test laboratory are detailed in Table 6.542

Figure 12 illustrates the infrastructure. The motor is controlled using a real-time simulation based543

on Matlab/Simulink environment and using an xPC configuration. This type of architecture is544

composed of a host PC for the development of the numerical model, a target PC operated by545

the Simulink Real-Time OS and where the model is downloaded and run in real time. A NI-6221546

process board is installed in the target PC. It is the interface to manage the I/O. This setup547

simulates the performance of the WEC and turbine. The model includes the sea states and the548

WEC mathematical equations. It receives the turbine speed from the test bench motor encoder549

and sends the torque that must be applied to the motor using the frequency converter. The motor550

frequency converter by Leroy-Somer is rated at 15 kW and allows peaks of power up to 28 kW. It551

can be controlled remotely via external 4/20 mA signals. Both speed and torque control modes552

are available. The generator is controlled with software programmed in a PLC from Beckhoff.553

Table 6: Characteristics of both test rigs used for the experiments

Tecnalia UCC
Motor Gen. Motor Gen.

Type of generator SCI SCI SCI SCI
Rat. power [kW] 15 11 22 22
Nom. speed [rpm] 1460 768 1467 1472
Nb. pole-pairs 2 4 2 2
Frequency [Hz] 50 50 50 50
Rat. voltage [V] 400 ∆ 400 ∆ 400 400
*SCI: Squirrel cage induction
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The controller and the generator frequency converter are communicated through several analogical554

and digital inputs/outputs. In this way, the generator rotational speed is fed into the PLC. It is555

connected to a 400V grid through a back-to-back bidirectional converter supplied by ABB. This556

converter is rated at 11 kW and allows flexible remote control of the generator torque or speed via557

analogical signals. In the current application, a torque reference is computed by the control law of558

the generator control software and applied by the frequency converter.559

Figure 12: PTO Test lab at Tecnalia

5.3.2. Validation evidence560

Although several CL were tested in this infrastructure, the proof of validation is made for the561

predictive law CL6. The sea state SS7 was chosen to perform this test as it represents medium562

energy conditions for the Mutriku site. Fig. 13 shows curves of the rotational speed, turbine torque563

and generator power for both the numerical model simulations and the experimental results. Note564

that the experimental values are presented back to the prototype scale to be compared with the565

numerical simulation results. In that specific case for implementing CL6, an additional computer566

linked to the target PC was necessary to compute the predictive optimisation. The flow of data567

included, as input to the algorithm the state vector, including the test rig rotational speed, to568

initialise the system of equation. The outputs were the optimised control vector containing the569

new torque law parameters. The effects of the change is visible in the time series of the generator570

power with the sudden changes in the power profile. It is meant to set a harder torque law when571

a future set of waves arrives and softer when the waves are calmer.572

5.4. Test lab results at UCC573

5.4.1. Description of the infrastructure574

The infrastructure used for the experimentation performed at the LiR National Ocean Test575

Facility at University College Cork is presented in Fig. 14. The basis of the UCC PTO test rig is576

described in detail in [74]. This test rig can be used to verify and evaluate control laws, the reader577

is referred to [49].578

Similar to the Tecnalia equipment, the UCC test rig is composed of two electrical machines579

directly coupled by a mechanical shaft, with a torque transducer between the two electrical ma-580

chines. The mechanical drive shaft also includes a stainless steel flywheel that is connected to the581

system by a five-position gear box. The flywheel allows the drive shaft to be composed of one of582
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Figure 13: Experimental results of CL6 validation on Tecnalia PTO test lab

Figure 14: PTO Test lab at UCC
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five different inertial masses, which can be used to represent the inertia of the system to be tested.583

As described in [74], the generator rotor can be set to multiple configurations, depending on the584

system which is being emulated. The characteristics of the drive train is presented in Table 6.585

The HIL interaction of the UCC test rig is controlled so that it is consistent with the operation586

of the Tecnalia test rig. The real-time simulation is carried out in a Matlab/Simulink environment587

with a host PC for development and a target PC for testing. The target PC interacts with a588

PLC that controls both drives and electrical machines of the test rig. The conditions modelled589

in software are relayed to the test bench equipment via available digital and analogue I/O. The590

torque applied to the motor acting as the system turbine is determined in the model and relayed591

to the PLC, while the rotational speed of the rotary system is fed from the PLC into the target PC592

and applied to the Simulink model in real time. When possible, the controller for the generator593

resides on the PLC and determines the generator braking torque. This will be done for testing of594

CL2 and CL3, but due to the complex nature of the computations required to apply the predictive595

Figure 15: Experimental results of CL2 validation on UCC PTO test bench
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nature of CL5, that controller will reside within the Simulink model and the generator braking596

torque will be sent to the PLC via the HIL system.597

5.4.2. Validation evidence598

The HIL tests that were carried out on the UCC test bench were compared to the results of the599

full simulations described in Section 4. This was done to ensure that the HIL tests and the link600

between the hardware and the real-time software model were operating correctly and accurately.601

An example of these comparisons is described and presented in this section. The selected example602

comes from testing carried out on CL2, where the controller existed within the PLC rather than603

the Simulink model. The same sea state as the one used in the CL6 validation in the other test604

rig is selected for the experiment. Fig. 15 shows plots of the rotational speed, applied turbine605

torque, and electrical power output for a 5-minute period of testing for sea state 7. The model606

and test bench results show excellent agreement in system rotational speed and applied turbine607

torque. The test bench power is measured from the output of the grid side drive the back-to-back608

power converter, while the model power is estimated based on applied electrical braking torque609

and rotational speed, so although there is a visual discrepancy between to two, the average output610

power over the full simulation was similar. The validation techniques showed that the HIL testing611

represented the software model well, that the control laws could be accurately executed by a PLC612

controller, and that a model of the power electronics should be included in the Simulink model in613

the future.614

6. Conclusion615

In this paper, six different control algorithms were developed for the biradial using the Mutriku616

OWC plant. Most of the control strategies used a variable speed control framework while two617

added the concept of phase control by latching. Among the others, two controllers were adaptive618

controllers based on easily measurable data, one used artificial intelligence with a reinforcement619

learning scheme and the last one was a non-linear model predictive control. Simulation results of620

each controller for 14 irregular sea states were proposed as evidence to support a comparative study621

of the controllers based on criteria such as performance and reliability. The latching controllers,622

though promising for floating devices, were found to be irrelevant in the specific case of Mutriku623

because the plant motion response did not allow to generate major improvements. The best624

performance were obtained by the more advanced controllers that are the reinforcement learning625

one and the MPC because they both included not only turbine efficiency into account but also626

included generator considerations in their optimisation process. No doubt an advantage of the RL627

is that it is a model-free controller. The MPC obtained the highest performance score in overall628

energy production, it outran the base case controller by over 20%, and showed in the best cases629

a total PTO efficiency close to 60%. These good results have to be contrasted by the fact that630

the wave forecasting for the online optimisation was ideal as well as the plant model. In terms631

of reliability, the base case controller was the one inducing the least generator stresses because632

it included a peak-power control feature, avoiding generator overloads. This mode of operation633

forces the safety valve to operate more often and with it possible increase of failure rates. An634

Hardawre-In-the-Loop experimental phase was made on two electrical test rigs to validate the635

correct algorithms implementation, analyse their behaviour in a controlled dry environment and636

prepare for real sea deployment. Future work includes sea trials at the Mutriku OWC plant and637

will give the opportunity to challenge the hypothesis and outcomes of the present work to open638

sea results. In addition the future deployment at the plant will give the chance to adjust the639

Wave-to-Wire model with operational data and better predict the power production at the plant640

of future algorithms to be developed.641
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Appendix A. Wave amplitude attenuation function642

Mutriku plant is situated shoreline, the waves when approaching the coast loses energy by643

friction with the sea bottom. To model the wave resource with linear wave theory, it would be644

incorrect to assume a typical wave spectrum for deep sea applications. In [75] the exploitable645

resource attenuation can be between 7 and 22 % at a depth of 10 m. It is recommended to use646

a TMA spectrum to account for the water depth in wave modelling [76]. A TMA spectrum is a647

modification of a JONSWAP spectrum by including an attenuation function Υ(ω, h) for a finite648

depth h.649

STMA(ω) = SJS(ω)Υ(ω, h). (A.1)

Fig. A.16 represents several wave spectra using the JONSWAP spectrum and the TMA spec-650

trum for the mean tidal depth at Mutriku, between 4.5 and 8.5 m depending on the tide. Another651

spectrum is added which represents waves measured by an ADCP installed by AZTI-Tecnalia in652

front of the plant wall. It appears clearly when comparing the two modelled spectra that they653

don’t fit the one obtained locally. Instead, a custom Phi-function is created using the ADCP654

measurements for several sea states and comparing them with the JONSWAP ones modelled with655

the same Hs, Te and peakedness γ. The attenuation coefficients for each frequency constitutes the656

curve in Fig. A.17.657

Figure A.16: Wave spectrum from ADCP measurement and different modelled spectra
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Figure A.17: Comparison of Υ-functions
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